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THE EDITORIAL.

Dear Member,

Christmas is coming - and so is the AGM!

Just to con-fuse you the Executive Committee has decided to hold the
AGM on February 14th, and not in late January. This will allow more
time -for the after-e-f-fects of Christ/nas to wear off, and -for the
organising team to prepare the paperwork. Be-fore you sense a breakage
o-f the rules, I can assure you that the Constitution says that the AGM
should be held "in or about January" - a delight-fully vague expression
which we are making -full use o-f!

I know that you are used to my annual appeal at AGM time, but I am
putting in a new twist this year to re-flect a change in circumstances.

There is a renewed impetus in the Society these days, with the coming
o-f the Yateley History Project. Many people are already beavering
away preparing -for the archaeological dig, researching the buildings
on and near the site, and researching the -families who lived in those
bui1 dings.

This work is largely being done by those stalwarts who not only
-founded the Society, but have kept it going for ten years! They are
•finding it increasingly difficult to both run the Society and do the
field work - but they are the only people with the experience to lead
the History Project.
What is needed is a new group of people to take over the greater part
of the Executive Committee business so that the History Project can
proceed unimpeded by dilution of effort.

How about YOU? - help with anything unusual is always forthcoming, and
about 8 meetings a year is not too onerous. Alternatively - is there
someone you know who is "just the right person" for the Committee?
The present Committee members may not know some members well enough to
appreciate their potential!

The bottom line i:

NEW MEMBERS

It's Society, so how about helping to run it?

A very warm welcome is extended to the following members who have
recently joined the Society:

Mr Shawe

Mr & Mrs Reed

Mr & Mrs Bacon

Mrs Fuller

1 Southwark Close, Yateley.

Oakdale House, Chandlers Lane, Yateley.

23 Coppice Gardens, Yateley.

The Rectory, Eversley.



OBITUARY

It is with great regret that we announce the death
distinguished Society member of long standing, Lt.
Hancock KCIE, OBE, MC, on November 6th.

o-f a
Col.

very
Sir Cyril

YATELEY HISTORY PROJECT by Geoff Hoare
As you are.all probably aware, an excavation is planned on the
Ramons/Chaddi sbrooke site prior to the building o-f the St Peter's
Worship Centre. Obviously the -first area to be investigated will be
the garden which lies between the wooden outbuildings and Pipson Lanej
but before the "dirt archaeology" can start however there is a large
amount of preparatory work to carry out as follows.

1. The position of the site must be located in relation to the
Ordnance Survey grid so that it can always be pinpointed in the
future, and particularly by anyone to whom "behind Ramon's DIY" might
mean very little. This is an easy procedure in an urban context and
just needs a large scale map. We also have to be able to take levels
at all stages of the work, and a site datum is set up and all levels
related to it. All the levels have also to be related to sea level,
and for this we have to use the nearest Bench Mark. The O.S.
surveyors marked a height datum at countless points across the country
and it is placed on a building or structure considered to be
permanent, for re-use later as required. Churches are a favourite
location and there is such a bench mark Tjf on the NE corner of the
chancel of St. Peter's. These are marked BM on 1:2500 OS maps with
their actual height above sea level alongside.

2. Apart from levelling to record where everything is located
in the vertical plane, we have to be able to locate everything in the
other two dimensions. A measured grid has therefore to be marked out
on the ground itself and this transferred to the site plan. Usually
on a small site such as ours this consists of measuring out a series
of contiguous squares with 5 or 10 metre sides to form the grid, which
must be related to the reference points on the site. Thus the
position of anything on the site can be identified by its coordinates
and transferred to the plan. Care must be taken to ensure the
accuracy of the measurements and cross—checking of diagonals carried
out to check that all right angles are true. A grid inaccurately laid
out cannot be corrected once work has started, so everything depends
on its initial accuracy.

3. So far quite a lot of work has already been carried out, but
we're still not ready to start digging. It's very useful to have some
idea of what lies under the surface, and to this end we will be
carrying out a Geophysical Survey. There are various ways of doing
this with much of the equipment used being expensive, some
prohibitively so, but we are fortunate in NEHAS with one of our
members, Charles Alexander, having fabricated his own equipment for
carrying out a Resistivity Survey. As I mentioned above, there are
other and also more expensive ways of achieving this, including
Ground Pulse Radar, but at Sutton Hoo it has been reported that the
best results were obtained by the type of survey we will be using.
Briefly, 4 metal probes are inserted in the ground in a line and a
constant alternating current passed through the outer 2 probes, the
voltage measured across the 2 inner probes, with a simple calculation,
giving the electrical resistance. The probes are advanced down one
line of the grid and then down the next, and so on, until readings
have been taken across the whole site. The values obtained are not
absolute, but comparative, and generally speaking a higher resistence
will indicate a buried wall or something similar, and a lower value a
ditch or pit. This way a plan of some of the underlying features can



be built up.

4> NEHAS have been carrying out a programme o-f Dowsing in
parallel to a Resistivity Survey, and we will continue the programme
in this instance, utilising the same grid o-f course.

5- A sweep with a metal detector will be carried out, but as
part o-f the controlled investigation. The position o-f significant
signals will be noted on the site plan -for subsequent examination
during the excavation.

Once the above is completed and analysed we wi11 be ready to excavate!

CONSERVING HAMPSHIRE'S GARDEN HERITAGE by Valerie Kerslake

Research and tact, said Mrs Gilly Drummond, speaking to the Society
about the Hampshire Gardens Trust of which she is Chairman, were the
only weapons -for persuading owners o-f neglected gardens to have them
restored. It became clear that her own beguiling enthusiasm must also
be e-f-fective as she described the many values and delights o-f seeing a
garden o-f an earlier age restored to its original -form and o-f ten
planted with the original species. She emphasised the importance o-f
the setting o-f a house, whether country mansion, cottage or town
house. Buildings o-f historic interest have been listed -for many years
but until the Trust was -founded in 1984 it was the business o-f no one
in particular to attend to their surroundings.

Opportunities arise when properties change hands, the Manor House at
Upton Grey being an example. Its garden was a "shambles" when sold a
•few years ago, but word reached the Trust that it may have been
designed by Gertrude Jekyll. Her original plans o-f 1908 were
discovered to be at Berkeley University, Cali-forna, and it only
remained to persuade the owner - a non-gardener - to allow it to be
restored. This was accomplished, though Mrs Drummond said
mysteriously that they "took her awe*y rather a lot" while the more
drastic operations were under way. The "bones" of the old garden
could still be -found, the Trust advised and supervised and a grant to
help the owner was obtained from the County Council. The result is a
marvellous re-creation of a Jekyll garden mainly composed
o-f terraces and planted almost entirely with what she had
It is open to the public a few days each year (more o-f ten
too much wear and tear), but throngs o-f students visit it,
the Japanese.

o-f a series
speci -f ied.
would cause
especially

Hocumentary evidence comes in various -forms. Ordnance Survey maps
contain a good deal o-f detail ; estate maps have much more.
Photographs from an old family album were crucial with part of the
garden of Tylney Hall, near Rotherwick, a splendid mansion built in
the late 19th century on the site of an older house. It was used as a
school for some years, and although the huge walled kitchen garden was
diligently cultivated, scrub grew up on the lawn and in the lake,
while hard tennis courts were laid over the parterre and fountain
immediately below the terrace in front of the house. Tylney Hall
became a hotel a few years ago, and the new owners agreed to have the
garden restored, at the same time being dissuaded from building staff
accommodation in the kitchen garden. Faded photographs showed both
this and the parterre in front as they looked early this century, and
we were told it is now well worth buying a cup of coffee to enjoy
their reconstruction. Beyond the smooth lawn and the lake a gap in
the trees allows a view of distant landscape; today we seek privacy in
our gardens but our eighteenth century ancestors considered the view
out as desirable as the view within. The importance of preserving
this
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particular historic view was cited by the Trust as an argument agains!
the Fox ley Wood development.

Two days later some of us had the chance to see another such vista
beyond the canal in -front of Warbrook House in Eversley while it was
opened to the public. Warbrook was built -for himsel-f by the architect
John James in 1724, and the garden was his design as well. He was the
translator of "The Theory and Practice o-f Gardening" <1712) from the
French, and he had an enormous influence on the layout of 19th century
gardens. Mrs Drummond mentioned him when referring to the many
enthusiastic gardeners who designed their houses and gardens as one
whole.

Another outstanding example, and one in which the Trust has been much
involved, was Bramshill House, built in 1612 by Lord Zouche who was a
passionate gardener and set his house in one of the very earliest
landscape gardens. Bramshill and Hilliers Arhoretum are the only
Hampshire sites listed by the International Council on Monuments and
Sites.

West Green House at Hartley Wintney has what Mrs Drummond described as
"a 20th century version of an 18th century philosopher's garden", full
of wit, fun and surprises, and follies old and new. Although this
property belongs to the National Trust, and the recent tenant Lord
McAlpine restored some of the Arts and Crafts garden, the Hampshire
Gardens Trust has provided financial help as well as a maintenance
plan, since the National Trust is always short of cash.

<Remember that West Green House will not be open again until 1991
because of the bomb there earlier this year.)

We heard of the Trust's extremely varied work in more distant parts of
the county before Mrs Drummond ended this informative and enjoyable
talk with sides of school projects, for they are actively concerned
with education. Even today some schools have playgrounds with neither
bush not blade of grass. Elsewhere, however, often after approaches
by the Trust which gives encouragement and guidance in planning the
school grounds, imaginative teachers with a few willing parents will
enable trees, flowers, vegetables and herbs to be planted and tended
with devotion by the pupils themselves. Almost all school subjects
can be worked into these projects, and the children who learn to look
at plants with the understanding eye of the gardener are likely to
grow up caring what becomes of the historic gardens they will inherit.

IS THERE ANYONE OUT THERE... .

...who fancies a spot of get-to-know-Yateley exercise?
Not anything strenuous, just brief spurts round a small area of nearby
roads every 6 weeks or so? Geoff Hoare and Elizabeth Tipton would
really appreciate some help with delivering Newsletters and Stop
Presses. Believe it or not, most of the 12 newsletter deliverers have
been doing the same rounds for almost 10 years, and Geoff, in addition
to being Membership Secretary, deals with all the postal newsletters,
does one round on his bike, and regularly updates the Delivery Lists
for Elizabeth. None of the delivery rounds is very long, averaging 7
nearby addresses for each deliverer. In particular, an area round
Cricket Hill, one at Darby Green, and another along Village Way could
do with some help.

If offers flood in, the entire delivery network
giving some long-serving members a rest.
Please contact Elizabeth on Yateley 873 37S if you

might be re-organised,

can help.
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ADVERTISEMENT

Restless, London-based tortoise requires more spacious garden for
permanent home. Mature, sociable personality. Energetic and -fond of
bananas. Enquire -for Boadica, Yateley 872240.

NATURE NOTES

1. A HAZARD TO RAILWAYS.

by Tony Hocking

During one of the very hot spells this summer Mary and I were having a
cup of tea in the garden. It was very quiet and I became aware of a
faint ticking noise. It dawned on me that it had been going for
several minutes at a steady rate of about two ticks per second. It
seemed to be coming from the far side of a row of tall Japanese
Anemones which blocked my view.

I yielded to curiosity and walked round to the other side of the
flower bed. There was nothing obvious to be seen, but the ticking was
louder. Only after a careful search was the culprit discovered.

Running beside the anemones is part of my garden railway, it is on
planks covered with roofing felt about 14 inches above ground level
and has plain wooden guard strips along each side to deter any errant
vehicle from taking a plunge. One of these guard strips was being
energetically torn apart (the clicks) and chewed by a wasp! When
disturbed the wasp flew off, leaving
depression where it had been chewing

a tiny damp patch around a small
the wood to make nest material.

Since then I have kept sin eye on the line and have seen and heard
wasps at work on many occasions. It will take a long time to have any
serious effect - but maybe I'll get the creosote out!

2. A TEASE.

During the August bank holiday we had a walk on the Common which took
us past School Pond. There were several mallard on or ns&r the bank-
preening, and two magpies in a nearby tree. While we watched a large
brown rat trotted down to the water to drink. Seeing this, one of the
magpies flew down and landed close to the rat, he then proceeded to
dance around the rat, keeping about three feet away. The rat stared
at the magpie, and then as it got closer it bared its teeth; the
magpie kept on dancing and even pretended to jump on top of the rat.
The rat became furious!- it rushed at the magpie, snapped at it,
jumped at it, all to no avail because the magpie kept just out of
reach. After a minute or so the magpie retired to the tree and the
rat turned back to the water. Before the rat could take a drink the
magpie came down again and repeated the dancing around; again the rat
went mad, and again the magpie kept out of reach. This cycle of
events was repeated about five times before the magpie tired of the
game and the rat finaly managed to have its drink undisturbed. All the
time the preening mallards totally ignored the angry rat which was
very close to them?

3. A PREDATOR.

During the same bank holiday weekend I heard a strange keening noise
in the garden; it had a bird—like quality but was very high pitched.
It appeared to come from one of our two sycamore trees; as I turned
towards it I saw an indistinct bird shape glide out of the far side of
the tree. The bird passed behind the second sycamore and then flew
past about fifteen feet up. It was a sparrow hawk, and in its talons
was an unfortunate robin, the source of the sound!



4. AERIAL COURTSHIP.

Mary and I had a walking holiday on the Gower peninsula at the end of
September. While walking the cli-f-fs one day we were puzzled by a
strange low pitched metallic gong-like sound which was repeated at
roughly thirty second intervals. At -first we thought that a distant
group of farm workers were responsible, but we then realised that the
source of the sound was moving. Soon afterwards two large black birds
appeared over a hedge apparently making a courtship flight; at the
time we thought they were ravens, but now, considering their size and
bird-book descriptions of calls, we think they were carrion crows.

While we watched they flew, very close together, round a circle of
about seventy yards radius. After a few seconds of level flight they
suddenly climbed four or five feet and then, half closing their wings,
dived down about ten to twelve feet making short clicking sounds. As
they levelled out from the dive one would make the loud gong like
call, which I can only describe as "G-DONNGG", the initial "G" being
a gutteral click. The pair then regained their original height and
repeated the performance. This went on for many minutes and
eventually they flew off along the coast still carrying out the
routine at thirty second intervals.

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING REGIONAL by Edward Dawson

REGIONAL planning is in vogue- Manypeople have heard of the
north/south divide and yet others are aware of regional development or
the less-favoured areas. Chris Patten has said he sets great store by
what he calls strategic planning. What are the inhabitants of a small
village to make of it all? Can, and more important should the attempt
the necessary mantal gymnastics to be able to think about planning at
a strategic level? We can think on a district level, but even a whole
county is difficult, especially one like Hampshire with 1,456 square
miles and 1.6 million population.

This article considers the changes that have taken place since
strategic planning first began, when it was solely concerned with
employment and the location of industry, to its current wider remit,
and concentrates on the work of SERPLAN, the London and South East
Regional Planning Conference.

IS SERPLAN GOOD FOR US?

The name SERPLAN is being bandied about more and more yet many people
have only a hazy idea of what it does. First, what it is not: it is
not a statutory agencyy, contains no developers and is not sinister.
It is advisory and welcomes the public to its meetings. SERPLAN's
independent Chairmen follow in uninterrupted Lordly succession:
Nugent, Sandford, Carnarvon.

SERPLAN covers London, and the Rest of the South East <ROSE>. It was
formed in 1962; in 1974 Hampshire and Oxfordshire joined. SERPLAN is
something of a role-model in that the South East is the only English
region to have sustained an active planning conference for so long.
The abolition of the GLC had no impact: th& London Boroughs formed
LPAC, the London Planning Advisory Committee.

There is no doubt about it, regional issues can be very absorbing.
For example, at public inquiries it is standard practice for the
appellant* to draw upsn S1RPLAN for comfort and support. They quote
selectively from its publications until it seems that Conference is



wholly and unequivocally behind whatever development is being
proposed. But, in truth SERPLAN is no promoter of piecemeal
development. It may be called upon by the opponents as well to
present a quite di-fCerent picture.

Does this mean that Conference is an all things to all men type of
contrivance? Far from it, although it would claim to try and balance
the needs o-f conservation and development. In -fact, this care-ful
balancing act is said to be the «nai n puroose o-f the planning system
itself.

SUBTLE SHIFT IN PERCEPTION

During the 1980s SERPLAN was tempted to become part o-f the growth
machine and "-fostered" economic expansion. Michael Heseltine played
his part as Secretary o-f State in ensurng that regional policy
mirrored closely the Government's own objectives.

Times have changed as has SERPLAN's perceptions o-f what is important.
It could be said that we have witnessed the greening o-f Con-ference.
It has rather different objectives now. Outright promotion has given
way to simply "maintaining economic buoyancy". The South Easet for so
long congested and overheated can no longer expect to be the leading
edge of the economy. The new priority is to place environmental
quality on a higher plane. The overriding objective? is now to ensure
that an "enhanced quality of life is available to residents of the
South East by seeking to create and conserve an ecologically sound,
aesthetically pleasing and pollution-free environment in town and
country".

So the emphasis has indeed shifted ro make sure that all can share in
the attractions, quality and wealth of the region. There is also an
ongoing aim to guide development away from the south and west of the
region to the north and east. Such An intraregional movement is
overdue to relieve the overcrowded parts such as central Berkshire and
north east Hampshire, and in turn to help regenerate areas of the east
Thames corridor and the Medway towns.

HOUSING NUMBERS - HAMPSHIRE'S NEMESIS?

SERPLAN it would seem is thoroughly practical and deserving of our
every attention. But there is a grouse. This centres around housing
figures. In June 19S6 the Secretary of State approved a regional
housing distribution as proposed by SERPLAN, This gave Hampshire
63,000, the highest number of any South East county; London had
150,000, Kent was given 35,500 and Essex 39,500. The DoE has since
produced new projections which show a large increase in the rate at
which new households are formed. This is because of divorce and
younger marriage. In fact, in Britain there are about a million or
more houses than households but many are vacant or unusable. The new
DoE estimates resulted in the region's housing figure for 1991-2001
increasing from 460,000 to 570,000 i+2AV.) and Hampshire's share going
to 66,500 (+5.57.) .

How can one equate such 1
wish to move pressures to
seem to remain inviolate,
reduce pressures yet may
believes that its vision
SERPLAN approach. This i
Examination in Public o-f

arge fiqures far Hampshire and an apparent
the east? Whatever else happens the numbers
Mow, Hampshire is faced with wanting to

be trapped by the figures, though the county
and strategy is wholly in line with the
ssue is likely to remain unresolved until the
the County Structure Plan a year from now.
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MONITORING A CAPITAL REGION

In order to -fully understand -fully what is going on it is essential
•for in-formation to be gathered and assimilated. SERPLAN notes trends
and each year publishes a Regional Monitor crammed with data. One key
aspect is that o-f housing land supply, measured against combined
structure plan provision. SERPLAN collates regional surveys, and
since 19S1 these have revealed a surplus, originally some 10% to the
current -figure o-f hi'/.. With such a massive oversupply the house
builders could hardly argue -for more land to be released, but they do-

House builders, a-ftyer years o-f "rounding o-f-f" settlements, have now
promulgated the idea o-f new settlements. They suggest that these
would end peripheral growth of existing towns and villages. SERPLAN
was previously neutral on the issue because it was argued to be o-f no
regional significance. It now says that these may have a role to
play, but it would be unrealistic for all growth in an area to be
limited to one large new settlement.

NEW STRATEGY EMERGES

Conference will now submit its new Regional Statement, covering the
period to 2001, to the Secretary of State. It has undertaken the
widest ever consultation, both among 143 member authorities and some
ISO other organisations and individuals. Chris Patten has promised a
substantial response in draft form for consultation.lt will also
commission a popular version by a recognised author.

The strategy puts the environment first, which was the title of the
SPISE (Sane Planning in the South East) submission. SPISE, which in
1986 decided to pursue a regional approach to fighting the Foxley Wood
new town at Bramshill, has particularly highlighted the idea of
looking at the South East as a whole, not just the immediate locality.

The new strategy is one of several topical and linked initiatives.
Another is the government White Paper "Our Common Inheritance" issued
on 25 September 1990. Though criticised for not proposing enough
action, it does confirm the role of structure plans and indded county
councils. At the launch, in the elegant surroundings of Lancaster
House, Chris Patten sais he believed SERPLAN worked very successfully
in a civilised process to allocate housing and to protect the
environment. Clearly it enjoys his full support. SERPLAN will
obviously have a continuing role to play in the years ahead but for it
to reflect public concerns and aspirations more closely it should
build up its profile, and we in turn must maintain interested and
informed attention.

(As well as being President/Chairman of the Yateley Society, Edward is
Vice Chairman of Hampshire CPRE, Vice President of SPISE, and a former
member of SERPLAN.)

EXTRACTS FROM A MALDIVE DIARY by Freddie & Lucy Frost

(Friday 8th June) . „ . . I was dying for a. swim, so after the meeting we
came back to our super room, and sorted out the snorkelling kit. So -
this was it! Our first opportunity to look at the coral reef! We
rather gingerly went to the water's edge, and put our gear on. Well,
after that first little trip, we were just bursting to discuss it all!
I guess we only went out a very few feet - maybe 20 yards from the

water's edge, but oh, the beauty of the fish we saw! White iridiscent
butterfly ones with thin chocolate stripes; many different small ones,
and a real coup - a trigger fish just like the clown trigger, except
with cream and chocolate diagonal stripes in place of the spots of the
other one.



Later it was
happier with
the ree-f. This
of Parrot -fish,
and white fins,
Surgeon -fish, more
any book succeeded

time for another swim. This time we took our time, I was
my equipment, and we slowly traversed the full extent o-f

time we saw a quite dazzling kaleidoscope - a school
quietly grazing off coral, big blue Tangs with yellow
a yellow Butterfly with the black dot on its back,

Triggers in assorted varieties, and colours, (has
in describing them all?) and the most stunning

insurprise of all - just one Moorish Idol, that most glorious fish
black, white and yellow, angel-shaped but with a longer mouth, and a
really long extended dorsal fin which seems to come straight off its
head. Previously we'd only seen them in the Hong Kong aquarium. Such
beauty. This time I just lay on the water, drinking in all the
activity and dazzling sights. Suddenly, hey presto' I found myself
at the very edge of the reef, and before me it fell away to a colossal
depth. I couldn't wait to get a really good look! But at that very
second Freddie signalled to me he was going back. I allowed myself a
10-second gaze, and followed him in. There was still lots to see on
the way back — blue-polyped coral - so pretty; wavy-shelled clams,
"breathing" gently; monster invertebrates 18-24" long and 4" wide
quietly oozing along.

Now we showered and changed for supper. A short walk to see the island
football match resulted in a longer amble, and we came across 4 men
building a wonderful boat, by hand. Nowadays of course there are power
tools, but apart from that it was being crafted very much in the old
way. It looked quite Egyptian in shape - about 40ft long and 10ft
wide. We saw a similar one the next day with a sail very like a dhow.
Here, they are called dhonis.

On the way back we noticed an enormous fruit bat majestically flapping
along. We had a really good view of his orange furry head - "flying
fox" is the other name.

Saturday 9th June

This morning I had to spend a long time on the diary, owing to the
need to try and describe some of those fish, in my totally inadequate
way. How can you portray that on paper?!

Rather late in the morning we decided to have a swim. This time we
went well beyond the reef and turned around to really admire it. Just
the shapes of the coral are absolutely mind-blowing, even if there
were no fish! Huge boulders, delicate tracery, sharp spikes, massive
brain coral. Some of it here was "awake" (i.e, with polyps out) -
mainly they come to life at night we are told. I saw a vast anemone,
at least 2ft across, with two little clown fish in attendance. This
time 4 Moorish Idols - so spectacular when swimming together. There
were 2 yellow butterflies, with their long delicate noses darting in
and out of the coral; a dazzling fish with emerald tail and belly came
very close to Freddie*, Looking out into the ocean we saw a large shoal
of electric blue, mackerel size fish. In amongst them was a great, big
heavy fish, like some kind of grotesque shepherd or sentinel. I could
go on for ages about this!

However, all good things must come to an end, and we made our way
slowly back across the coral. There, on the way back, was that same
jazzy Trigger fish, with another one! I am starting to know which
fish to see and where-

After a lovely shower we suntered down to the pier, to catch the 2s30
boat to KUDABANDOS (little Bandos). This was a high-speed trip of 5
minutes by dinghy with outboard. Well, we jumped out of the boat and
decided to walk around the island. Some highly suitable palm trees
were leaning neatly out over the beach sc we took a few photos.
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...we completed our walk round the island, and decided to sit in some
nets slung like deckchairs, on the beach. I wrote a couple o-f
postcards - such an idyllic place to do it! We gradually became aware
o-f activity all around us- Tne tide was tailing, and tiny crabs were
emerging -from the sand, all over the place, There then -followed, while
we watched, -fascinated, an immense sand-shi-fting contest. Each crab
was diligently enlarging its burrow - some were really -fastidious and
hard-working; others, like quite a big chap (about 2"!) near us, got
easily distracted, and nipped <har Har) away periodically to
investigate the tide-line -for tit-bits, he was also a bit more
haphazard in his earthworks, leaving the environs o-f his hole littered
with boulders. It was very noticeable, however, how, every time he
gently smoothed the last 4 inches to his lair, so as not to have to
clamber over an assault course on his next trip out. These crabs were
very delicate, and extremely -fast, with eyes on vertical stalks of
1-1.5". The bigger ones were pale green in colour, tiny ones snow
white.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

It is -felt that there may be some members who would -find it more
convenient to pay there Annual Subscriptions by Banker's Order rather
than by cheque or cash. Would anyone interested please advise me so
that the necessary -forms can be completed. I can be contacted o-f
course on Yateley 872 948, or at 1 Blakes Ride.

Geo-f-f Hoare, Membership Secretary.

NIGHTJARS by Tony Hocking

Yoy may remember the expedition to look -for deer which Malcolm Pope
led, the -false alarms and -finally the single doe that appeared. When
Malcolm suggested that we go looking for nightjars I was willing, but
slightly sceptical.

The occasion was a joint meeting with BBONT in Bramshill Forest on
Friday July 13th led by Carol Winder. Between 40 and 45 people met at
the car park near the gas storage area and set o-f-f southwards at
8s00pm. That this was extremely early for birds which come out at
dusk did not matter as we were able to amble along inspecting ponds
and their plants, and generally enjoying the countryside.

By 9:45 we had arrived at a spoil heap from the now refilled and
reforested gravel pits. This made a good vantage point and we watched
the sunset gradually fade. Looking down from the top of the heap at
the people sitting quietly in rows on the lower levels, Michael
Holroyd said that they looked like a flock of strange birds settling
down to roost, he wondered if they would fly away if he clapped his
hands - he tried, but they did not!

At about 10, as the light dimmed, and the detail;
indistinct? a distant rattling was heard, rather
wooden football rattle but swung slowly and less
said Carol, and everyone woke up, jumped up, and

y of the trees became
like an old-fashioned
harsh. "There's one!"
peered into the

gloom. Over the next 15 minutes the rattling started in many
directions and got louder and louder. Some birds came close and one
could discern subtle differences in tone between different birds, and
changes in tone and character throughout a burst of song. One
extraordinary thing was the length of time a bird could rattle without
apparently pausing for breath. Interspersed with the rattles was a
"coo-ic" sound, almost like an owl's cry but softer and more musical.
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seems that the nightjars only rattle when perching and "coo-ic"
when -flying. This was soon demonstrated by one bird which stopped
rattling and was seen to -fly out o-f a nearby tree making the -flyin
call.

ying

Dne bird had to be the exceptio., that proves the rule. When it took
off it continued rattling, hist getting slower in rate and lower in
pitch like a tape recorder gradually losing speed. However at the
same time it made the explosive wing-clapping noise which the book
says is typical.

We made our way down -from the spoil heap to the junction of some wide
gravel paths. The insects must have congregated over the still warm
gravel because the nightjars were swooping down to pick them off a -few
feet from the ground.

In silhouette the nightjars looked like overgrown swifts with similar
long pointed wings; this is not surprising as they catch their prey in
flight in the same way.

Eventually the growing nighttime chill began to get through and we
started to walk back to the car park, leaving the nightjars singing in
the trees. As we walked we spotted some glow worms by the path, their
lights seeming bright to our night—adapted eyes.

When we got near the car park we could see torches and heard lots of
chatter; Malcolm and Valerie Pope had gone on ahead and had got coffee
brewing on a gas stove! So, the outing ended with everybody drinking
a very welcome hot coffee at 11:30 in the middle of Bramshill Forest
under a clear starlit sky.

Our thanks to Malcolm for arranging it al1, and for having the
foresight to bring refreshments! and to Carol Winder for knowing
to find the nightjars and for explaining their habits.

where

THE YATELEY CRYSTAL CUP MYSTERY by Peter Tipton

St Peter's Church, Yateley has for three centuries possessed a very
special crystal cup, which used to be on display in the church.
Luckily when the arsonist struck in 1979, the cup was safely in
Winchester. There has for long been a controversy as to who made this
famous artifact. One side is lined up behind Richard White, and the
other behind William Geale. Richard White died in Pirbright, near
Waking where the entry for his burial on 1 July 1581 describes him as
"the Queen's cupmaker." William Geale i described in the Yateley
parish registers as "the King's cupmaker" in the record of his burial
on 4 September 1638.

Stilwell states that in 1675 there is a memorandum recorded by the
Churchwardens, 'Given by Mrs Sarah Cocks when she was a widdow, to the
Parish Church of Yateley, for the only use of the Communion Table, one
Christia.il Sillver and Guilt Bowie with a cover, one Damesk Table
Cloath, and one Damesk napkin.'" Five pages earlie <p58) Stilwell
tells a little story about a Nathaniel Cocks who, as the outgoing
Churchwarded in 1666, sold the surplus bricks from church repairs to
the wife of Richard Pitt landlord of the "Church House" now known as
the Dog S< Partridge. Stilwell assumed that the sale via the wife was
made since Richard Pitt was also the parish clerk- However the even
bigger assumption has been that Sarah Cocks was widowed from Nathaniel
in 1675 when she presented the crystal cup to the church, and may have
presented it in memory of Mr Cocks, who may have obtained it from one
of the royal cupmakers.
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The case in favour o-f William Geale seems to rest ors the fact that he .
died in Yateley not many years be-fore the presentation by Sarah Cocks.

The main protagonist for Richard White has been Henry Curtis Esq FRCS
who published in 1936 a pedigree of the White family and an article in
Notes S< Queries claiming that Richard White made the cup. He claimed
that Richard was a direct descendant of Robert White born in Yateley,
who died in 1467 in Farnham with lands in Yateley. Robert was a
merchant and Mayor of the Staple of Calais. Curtis claims that Richard
was the same Richard who appears as one of the Yateley copyholders in
the Crondall Customary of 1567, and therefore the "Queen's cupmaker"
of Pirbright had a direct connection with Yateley.

Curtis, in Notes S< Queries, says "A search by experts, for the present
writer for the will of Mrs Sarah Cocks, has, so far, been in vain; and
the name of her husband and the date of her death are unknown. The
will of William Geale-... among various beguests, provides none to the
Cocks family, which might have thrown some light on the earlier
history of the Yateley Cup." For all his snagni f icient research on the
White family over two centuries, Curtis had obviously not see the
Yateley parish records. He is likely only to have consulted the
published Phillimore's "Yateley Marriages'1, However this does not
record a marriage between Nathaniel Cocks and Sarah, but the actual
birth registers have an entry for 25 Feb 1677; "Sarah daughter of
Nathaniel Cooks (sic), gent, baptised". At least that is how the entry
appears in the transcription I have. Note that this is two years after
the date of the note of the presentation of the cup by the
Churchwardens.

If we look closely at the wording of the Churchwarden's memorandum it
says that the cup was presented "when she was a widdow". Obviously,
unless there are two Nathaniels and two Sarahs, our Sarah was not a
widow in 1677 since she was giving birth to her namesake by Nathaniel.
So we can assume that Sarah had just got married to Nathaniel,
probably shortly before 1675, before which she was the widow of some
other lucky gentleman. So who was he?

The answer has just been provided by a group of wills transcribed by
Suzanne Foster for her project at Nottingham University. Suzanne was
researching the Solme family who lived at Hall Place (now the site of
Yateley Manor School) during the Civil War. Richard Solme, and his
father George were barristers in chambers in Middle Temple. Richard's
wife, Sarah Solme died in Dec 1675. H&r will is witnessed by Sarah
Cocks and Natheniel Cocks, proving that Sarah and Nathaniel were man
and wife and alive in 1676; after the date of the Churchwardens'
memorandum. So who was Sarah Cocks' previous husband?

The big clue is in the bequests in Sarah Solmes' will. In disposing of
the remainder of her money she lists her three daughters: Ann Gundry,
Sarah Cocks and Katherine Richards. Further down the will she says she
had left "small tokens of my love?" to "my sonne George Sol me and his
wife and foure of his children, to my son Cockes and his wife, Sarah
Ball, Mary Ball and Samuel Ball, to my sonn Richards and his wife and
daughter, All of which aforesaid tokens &re foulded app in several
papers written in my owne handwriting." So Sarah Cocks was Richard
Solmes' daughter and was probably married to a Mr Ball.

In the church registers we find that Sarah Cocks' previous marriage
had indeed been to John Ball, gent, on 3 Sept 1651 and they had
children baptised in Yateley; John U654) , William <1661), Sarah
(1664), Samuel (1666) and Mary (1669). John Ball, recorded as having
been buried on 17 April 1670, is rather dismissed by Stilwell as being
a minor curate of both Sandhurst and Yateley. In fact he owned the
second largest house in Yateley having 13 hearths. Hall Place had 14
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hearths in 1665 when its was owned by George Solme, and 19 hearths in
1674 when it was the home of Dame Joyce Ryves, wife o-f Sir Richard.

Stilwell also mentions Sarah Ball in connection with the will of Sir
Richard Ryves, "He left a legacy of Twenty Pounds to Sarah Ball of
Yateley (was this any relation to Rev. John Ball, the curate?), to buy
a piece of plate to be kept in his memory". Yes, Mr Stilwell, Sarah
was, in 1671, John Ball's widow, later to become Mrs Sarah Cocks. So
have we now solved the mystery of the yateley Crystal Cup? Did Sarah
use Sir Richard's £20 to buy the Yateley Crystal Cup in his memory?

There were in fact two memoranda in the Churchwardens' book for 1675;
the one mentioning the presentation of the crystal cup by Mrs Sarah
Cocks, the other recording the gift cf the Polyglot Bible by Sir
Richard and, at the same time, Lady Ryves presenting a damask table
cloth and napkins for the use of the alter. The only uncertainty is
why the Churchwardens did not mention that Mrs Cocks was carrying out
the bequest of Sir Richard.

It seems unlikely that Sarah would have passed off the gift as her own
since the parish registers record the baptism of her son William Ball
on 8 Nov 1661 as the "son of Mr John Ball and the virtuous Mrs Sarah".
It also seems unlikely that Sarah would have failed to have carried
out Sir Richard's bequest. Had she bought other plate in his memory it
too would likely have been duly recorded by the Churchwardens. So did
Sarah think it appropriate to commemorate Sir Richard with a crystal
cup actually made by a royal cupmaker from Yateley? That we may never
know,

YATELEY WILLS

Don Ridgers, now living near Bordon, has been tracing his pedigree
back through the local records. As a member of the Yateley History
Project he helped transcribe all the Yateley wills from the 1500s.
Since then Don has completed the magnificent task of transcribing all
the Yateley Wills from the 1600s now deposited with the Hampshire
Record Office—a total of some 215 pages of typescipt.

When he handed
he pointed out

over to Peter Tipton a copy of this latest magnum opus,
a poignant incident descibed in a deposition added to

the will of Thomas Hancock a carpenter of Hawley who died in 1604.

The deposition was sworn by Alexander Read, Minister and Edward Heels,
Churchwarden of Yateley before Dr Thomas Ridley, an official of the
Archbishop of Winchester's court which had jurisdiction to prove the
will. These deponents. Read and Heele, are re-ferrsd to as "depots" in
the text:

"That on the sixteenth day of Julie last past the said
Thomas Hancock being visited with the infectious disease of
the plague did send for those depots and others of his
neighboures above named into the common of Hawley in
yateley parish and these depots went thither and found the
said Thomas being unwilling to come n&rs those depots for
feare of infecting them had in his hand a long powle or rod
abowt nine fote in length or thereabowts and upon the top
of that rod or powle he putt the will above written and
delivered it upon the saide powle or rod to the saied
Alexander Reade & the rest, and told them that it was his
will and that he had written it with his owne hand & sealed
it, and desi'-ed mr Read aforesaied to read the same and
after the reading thereof he told them it was his will and
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meaning that the Land which he willed an bequeathed to his
wife shall be to her & her heires -for ever & willed Mr Read
aforesaied to enterlyne those words in the gifte to his
wife vis & her heires -for ever...."

The depostion also states that the unfortunate Thomas Hancock "lyved
abowt fortnight after the saied xvjth Julie". In his will Thomas was
scrupulous to make sure that his debts were paid and in the will of
his father John Hancocke written on the 26th August in the following
year, John charges his executrix Agnes Ellis that she "shall well &
timelie paye and cause to be paide and discharged my saide legacies,
my ffunerall charges, and also all suche true dettes as I doo owe
other for my sellff or for my sonne Thomas Hancocke late deceased,
which I tooke upon me to see paied" Happily John's Inventory is not
dated until 12 November 1612 so he survived a further seven years,
although the Inventory reveals only fourpence in his purse....

The 100 wills from the 1600s and 48 from the 1500s have been typed by-
Don Ridgers on a Commodore 64 using the Easiscript word processing
programme. The Society wants to transfer these files to a format which
enables them to be made available to researchers working on the
current Yateley History Project. This will mean that members having a
variety of different computers can all have access cheaply and
continuously to these wills and all those which are now being added.

Unfortunately Don Ridger's Commodore 64 is no longer working so if any
member has one still working could he/she please contact Peter Tipton
on 87337S.
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VATELEY SOCIETY PROGRAMME 1990 (FROM NOVEMBER 15)

- Noveaber -

15 A Seneral Meeting on "Society Members' DTH_ER_INT£REBT5
Most of us have interests in addition to the
Yatelev Society, the aiis of this ieetinq uill be to entertain
esch other and to find oat if you share your
interests with other (seebers.

n REVIIK SE LOCAL PLANKING

Y.C. Green Roou 7:30p»

Montnqle HOUES SiOOom

- December -

Thurs i SOCIAL MEETING - ft chat and since pies.
There will be a short talk, followed by a social chat.
(As I have explained before, we are not having a Christinas Social as such
because it is too soon after Bonfire Night.)

Thurs 20 MONTHLY REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING

Y.C, Green Room 8s00p«

Line Tree Cottaqe 8:00pm

1991

- January -

1991

Thurs 17 MONTHLY REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING

Thurs 24 TALK - The Victorian Society,
Jereay Musson, Architectural Advisor for the Southern Counties to
the Victorian Society. Kill give an illustrated talk on Victorian
architecture and the work of the Societv.

1991

Monteagle House 8:pt

Y.C. Green Room 8:00pif

Thurs 14 m SOCIETY AGK Hit
Come and support the Coiiiisitt.ee. More details in Stop Press.

Y.C. Green Room 8:00DS

Copy Dates: STOP PRESS 1st Januarv 91, NEWSLETTER 21st February 91.


